Introduction
In different areas of mathematics, statistics, empirical sciences, computer science, mathematical optimization makes up the selection of the prime components, according to given requirements from the series of possible alternatives [1] . An optimization problem involves finding the minimum and maximum of a real function by systematically changing the input values from within a pre-defined set and calculating the corresponding values of the function. Taking a wider approach, it can be stated that optimization comprises the detection of extreme values of a particular function concerning a specific domain, including various types of objective functions, as well as assorted types of domains.
Character recognition is a process by which a computer recognizes different characters (letters, numbers or symbols) and turns them into a digital form that a computer can use; also known as optical character recognition (OCR). OCR is the mechanical or electronic transformation of scanned or photographed images of written or printed characters into a form that the computer can manipulate. It has been researched in detail and usually focuses on scanned documents. Since the foreground and background are easily segmented, high accuracy has been obtained for binary character recognition. In recent years, more and more OCR requests have come from camera-based and web images. In these images, characters usually have no clear foreground or clean background. Furthermore, degradations such as blurring, low resolution, luminance variance, complicated background, distortion, etc. often appear. All these factors contribute to a great challenge in the recognition of the character of natural scene images.
The majority of character recognition methods managed to improve traditional OCR. Weinman et al. [2] proposed a scene text recognition method. His emphasis was to combine lexicon information in order to improve scene text recognition result. Yokobayashi et al. [3] utilized a GAT (Global Affine Transformation) correlation method to improve the tolerance of binary character recognition to the distortions of scaling, rotation and shearing. GAT method was much timeconsuming. De Campos et al. [4] utilized a bag-of-visual-word based method to recognize the character of a given natural scene. Six local descriptor-based character features were compared. Although some of them proved to be preferable to traditional OCR, the results still showed the difficulty in this field.
Besides the OCR applications, one can use binary images with great success with various applications given the lower computational complexity solutions, some embedded systems, autonomous robots, intelligent vehicles, using different algorithms such as hybrid evolutionary algorithm and so on.
The authors of this work will analyze the impact of parameters of several optimization algorithms on accuracy in solving the binary character recognition problem. An analysis of optimization algorithms is performed in the Optimization Algorithm Toolkit (OAT) environment. The OAT is a workbench and toolkit for developing, evaluating and experimenting with classical and state-of-the-art optimization algorithms on standard benchmark problem domains [5] . This open source software contains reference algorithm implementations, graphing, visualizations and other options. The OAT offers a functional computational intelligence library so as to investigate algorithms and problems at hand, while also making use of new problems and algorithms. A plain explorer and experimenter graphical user interface is placed on top of this in order to ensure a fundamental comprehension of the library's functionality. Non-technical access is ensured by the graphical user interface for the configuration and the visualization of existing methods on standard benchmark problem examples [5] , [16] .
For testing the quality of binary character recognition the following optimization algorithms from the OAT were used: parallel mutation hill climber and random search.
The paper consists of six sections. The introduction offers a terminological basis for the problem of character recognition, then in the second section an overview of hill climbing optimization is presented. The clonal selection algorithm is described in the third section, followed by the fourth section dealing with random search optimization. The results of the accuracy examination of analyzed optimization algorithms in binary character recognition and its various aspects in an adequate software environment are given in the fifth section. Finally, this paper closes with the conclusion based on the analyzed cases.
Hill Climbing
Hill climbing in mathematics is an optimization method categorized under local search. Further, hill climbing algorithm is known as the discrete optimization algorithm [6] . This algorithm belongs to the category of heuristic search as it uses a heuristic function to compute the next state. Hill climbing algorithm works on the basis of choosing the nearest neighbor as it computes a state that is better than other succeeding states at its current position. Therefore, it is also treated as a greedy algorithm.
Hill climbing is a suitable local optimum detection (a solution not improvable by considering a neighboring value) but there is no certainty to define the best possible solution (the global optimum) [17] . The characteristics that are provided only by the local optima can be improved by using restarts (repeated local search), or more complex iterative schemes (iterated local search), on memory (reactive search optimization and tabu search), or memory-less stochastic modifications (simulated annealing).
The implementation of this algorithm is rather straightforward, thus ensuring its popularity [17] . It is used widely in the area of artificial intelligence, for reaching a goal state from a starting node. While more advanced algorithms, including the simulated annealing and tabu search, might yield preferable results, with specific cases it is hill climbing that will prove to be a better choice. Hill climbing could frequently bring a better result as opposed to different algorithms in the case when there is only a limited period of time available for performing such a search (which is a common real situation). It is an anytime algorithm: it is able to offer a valid solution even if there is an interruption before the end.
Mathematical description [7] -Hill climbing tries to maximize (or minimize) a function f(x), where x represent discrete states. Such states are usually signified by vertices in a graph, in which edges define nearness or similarity of a graph. Hill climbing traces the graph from vertex to vertex, it will consistently locally increase (or decrease) the value of f, until reaching a local maximum (or local minimum) x m . Further, hill climbing can operate on a continuous space: should that be the case, the algorithm is known as the gradient ascent (or gradient descent if the function is minimized).
Drawbacks occurring in the application of this algorithm are [7] :
• Local maxima -One of the problems regarding hill climbing is that the scope of detection is limited to local maxima. Assuming that the heuristic is not convex, the global maximum may not be reached. Various different local search algorithms will attempt to circumvent this issue (stochastic hill climbing, random walks and simulated annealing). A possible solution to the current problem of hill climbing is the implementation of random hill climbing search techniques.
• Ridges -A ridge can be defined as a curve in the search place leading to a maximum, while the ridge's orientation -in comparison with the available moves that are used to climb -ensures that every move leads to a smaller point. To sum it up, every point on a ridge appears to the algorithm as a local maximum, despite the fact that the given point may form part of a curve which leads to a better optimum.
• Plateau -A further problem that sometimes occurs with hill climbing is the issue of a plateau. One is faced with a plateau if the search space is flat -a path where the heuristics are situated in great proximity to each other. In the given cases, it may not be possible for the hill climber to determine the direction of the next step, this might end up wandering in a direction not leading to improvement.
The hill climbing algorithm is not a complete algorithm as it does not always give the result even if it exists [6] . The algorithm may fail if it finds any of these problems. It may choose a wrong path resulting in a dead end.
Hill climbing may be implemented with any problem of choice provided that the current state will allow for an accurate evaluation function. As instances for hill climbing one may list the problem of the traveling salesman, the eight-queen problem, circuit design, and a variety of other real-world problems. Inductive learning models have also implemented hill climbing. One specific instance is PALO, a probabilistic hill climbing system which provides a model of inductive and speed-up learning. Certain implementations of this system have been embedded into "explanation-based learning systems", and "utility analysis" models [8] .
Another field of application of hill climbing is robotics, namely to manage multiple-robot teams. A particular case would be the Parish algorithm, which enables scalable and efficient coordination in multi-robot systems. Their algorithm makes it possible for robots to opt for working alone or in teams by using hillclimbing. Robots executing Parish are thus "collectively hill-climbing according to local progress gradients, but stochastically make lateral or downward moves to help the system escape from local maxima" [9] .
The procedure of parallel hill climbing is a hill climbing scheme initiated several instances at a time, this results in multiple hills being claimed in parallel.
It may be argued that the most wide-spread use of the stochastic hill climbing algorithm is by Forrest and Mitchell [10] , who posited the Random Mutation Hill Climbing (RMHC) algorithm in a paper analyzing the behavior of the genetic algorithm on a deceptive class of bit-string optimization problems.
The Clonal Selection Algorithm 1
Artificial Immune Systems (AIS) are adaptive systems, inspired by theoretical immunology and observed immune functions, principles and models, which are applied to problem solving [11] .
As it is emphasized in [16] , the clonal selection approach inspired the development of the AIS which executes optimization and pattern recognition problems. This initiates from the antigen controlled maturation of B-cells, with associated hyper mutation process. The B-cell is a type of white blood cell and, more specifically, a type of lymphocyte. These immune systems also implement the concept of memory cells to continue to provide excellent ways to solve the problem in question. De Castro and Timmis [11] focused on two vital characteristics of affinity maturation in B-cells. The first, being that the increase of B-cells is in proportion to the affinity of the antigen binding it. Therefore, the greater the affinity, the greater numbers of clones are created. Furthermore, the mutations resulted through the antibody of a B-cell are inversely proportional to the affinity of the antigen it binds. De Castro and Von Zuben [12] developed and frequently used the clonal selection based-AIS (CLONALG) by implementing these two features, which has been applied for executing pattern matching and multi-modal function optimization tasks.
The general principle of functioning of the clonal selection algorithm is presented in Figure 1 [16] . 
Random Search
Random Search (RS) represents an optimization method with the aim to detect the optimum by testing the objective function's value on a series of combinations of random values of the adjustable parameters. The random values are generated in compliance with certain boundaries as chosen by the user, moreover, the system excludes any combinations of parameter values failing to fulfill the constraints on the variables. In fact, it can be stated that the method can handle bounds on the adjustable parameters and fulfill constraints. For an infinite number of iterations it is guaranteed that the present method will detect the global optimum of the objective function. Generally, one is interested in processing a very large number of iterations [14] Options for RS [14] :
• Number of iterations -this parameter is a positive integer to determine the number of parameter sets to be drawn before the algorithm stops. The default value is usually 100000.
• Random number generator -the parameter determines the random number generator, which is to be used with this method.
• Seed -the parameter is a positive integer value with the aim of determining the seed for the random number generator.
The name, random search, is attributed to Rastrigin [15] who made an early presentation of RS along with basic mathematical analysis.
Classification of RS [18]:
• Random jump -generates a huge number of data points assuming uniform distribution of decision variables and selects the best one.
• Random walk -generates the trial solution with sequential improvements using scalar step length and unit random vector.
• Random walk with direction exploitation -is the improved version of random walk search, the successful direction of generating trial solution is found out and steps are taken along this direction.
Binary Character Recognition -Results
The learning and memory acquisition of optimization algorithms within OAT is verified through its application to a binary character recognition problem (Fig. 2) . The aim is to examine the accuracy of binary character recognition for the analyzed algorithms: random search and parallel mutation hill climber. The parallel mutation hill climber algorithm (combined CLONALG -hill climber algorithm) -In the present instance, it can be supposed that the antigen population is signified by a set of eight binary characters to be learned. For different values of the population size (for the constant mutate factor), the output results (memory sets) are shown in Figure 3 .
Similar to the previous case, with the choice of different values of the mutate factor, the resulting situation is shown in Figure 4 . (the initial parameters being: mutate factor = 0.00833 (variable), population size = 30 (constant)). Having in mind Figure 3 and Figure 4 , two conclusions can be made. Through, increasing the number of population, with a fixed mutate factor, the quality of binary character recognition is also increased. In addition to this, the impact of the mutate factor (with a fixed population size) is not directly proportional. This practically means that it is necessary to examine several different values in order to obtain the best accuracy of recognition -with finding the optimal value. After thoroughly analyzing the graphical results above, it can be concluded that the parallel mutation hill climber algorithm is very sensitive to the choice of parameters. This, in fact, means that the performance of this algorithm must definitely be checked with several different parameters, and based on the obtained, the best value can be chosen. This procedure is known in the literature as tuning parameters and directly affects the accuracy and the speed of convergence of the algorithm (e.g. solving time) to the solution. Also, it can be noticed that, due to the CLONALG component, this algorithm maintains a diverse set of local optimal solution, which can primarily be explained by the selection and reproduction schemes. Another important characteristic is the fact that CLONALG also considers the cell affinity, which corresponds to the fitness level of a given individual so as to determine the rate of mutation used for every member of the population.
Memory set
In the case of a random search, the result is presented in Figure 5 . For this type of algorithm, there are no configurable parameters and the quality of binary character recognition is very low. 
Conclusions
The practical part of the paper is focused on examining the impact of parameters of analyzed optimization algorithms on the accuracy of binary character recognition. In this sense, the existence of optimal value was found, as well as the extremely unacceptable values. This in fact means that great attention must be paid to the selection of parameter values (it is not to be disregarded which values are applied) and it is vital to test the behavior of the algorithm in practice with several different parameters. Moreover, it was confirmed that all of the optimization algorithms are not equally suitable for binary character recognition. Namely, it has been shown that some of the analyzed algorithms did not generate an acceptable result.
